


Collaboration & Recovery in Transportation

When a transportation project falls behind 
• Recovery can be very difficult
• It can easily mean increased costs

This case study demonstrates a successful recovery effort on a completed transportation 
project in two approaches:
• Recovery workshop
• Continuous recovery/mitigation/acceleration evaluations



Global Health & Safety Moment
Did you know?

Less than 2% of the Earth’s water supply is fresh 
water.

Of all the earth's water, 97% is salt water found in 
oceans and seas. 

Only 1% of the earth's water is available for drinking 
water. Two percent is frozen.

The human body is about 75% water. 

A person can survive about a month without food, 
but only 5 to 7 days without water.

Every day in the United States, we drink about 110 
million gallons of water.

Think, Conserve
In 2018 (this year) Cape Town, South Africa was 
threatened with indefinitely running out of its fresh 
water “Day Zero.
 Water consumption was reduced by half to postpone 

until 2019

Agriculture wastes 60% or 1,500 trillion liters, of the 
2,500 trillion liters of water it uses each year.

Two-thirds of the world’s population is projected to 
face water scarcity by 2025, according to the United 
Nations.

A small bag of peanut M&M’s requires 300 gallons of 
water to produce.

There are an estimated 700 water main breaks per 
day on average in the United States.



Global Health & Safety Moment
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Aaron Fletcher, PSP, CMIT
Senior Project Controls Specialist, Arcadis
Responsibilities:
o Technical lead for Scheduling, Estimating, Risk Management, Dispute Resolution
o Provide technical leadership and quality control of Project Controls work product
o Provide training and set standards for operations, including client support

Certifications: 
o CMIT (Construction Manager-in-Training) - CMAA
o PSP (Planning & Scheduling Professional ) – AACE International
o Distinguished Young Professional of the Year – CMAA, 2017
o ENR Mid Atlantic, “Top 20 Under 40” 2018

Old Dominion University, Civil Engineering/Construction Management, 2007
Professional Field: 12 years of experience in CM and CM Services, including Project Controls disciplines of Planning & Scheduling, 

Cost Management, Document Control, Contract Administration, Risk Management, and Forensic Analysis

Active in CMAA (Construction Management Association of America)
o Developed Baseline & Update Schedule Review training, presented in multiple locations

Active in AACE (Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering)

Arcadis Center of Excellence – Technical Knowledge & Innovation (TKI)
o Co-Lead of the Scheduling Community of Practice for TKI

Contributing Author - “CPM Scheduling for Construction – Best Practices and Guidelines” book



Case Study – Successful Project Recovery & Partnering
“Route 17 Improvement” Project York County, VA

Presented By and Project Roles:
Aaron Fletcher (Senior Project Controls Specialist during Construction)
Eric Kevitz (Senior Project Controls Engineer during Pre-Construction)
 Jeff Hall (Project Manager during Construction)
Chris Carson (Senior Project Controls Specialist QA/QC)



Statement of Purpose
Learning Objective 1 – Basic understanding about the Project and Challenges

Learning Objective 2 – Distinguish the Owner’s Perspective & Role for Recovery & 
Partnering

Learning Objective 3 – Distinguish Contractor’s Perspective & Role for Recovery & 
Partnering

Learning Objective 4 – Distinguish Consultant’s Perspective & Role for Recovery & 
Partnering

Learning Objective 5 – Recognize the Recommended Best Practices for Project Recovery 
& Partnering



Industry Studies & Lessons Learned
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Global Construction Disputes 
Getting the Basics Right – ARCADIS Study



Global Construction Disputes 
Getting the Basics Right – ARCADIS Study



Causes of Disputes
Summary of Findings

(“Global Construction Disputes 2017 – Avoiding the Same Pitfalls”, ARCADIS)



Causes of Disputes
Summary of Findings – North America

(“Global Construction Disputes 2017 – Avoiding the Same Pitfalls”, ARCADIS)

 Good Partnering help will reduce these causes!



Background & Culture
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Case Study for Partnering & Recovery

• Background
• Owner – Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
• 2.8 miles of roadway/bridge construction
• Original Contract Completion Date – December 31, 2016
• Construction Cost - $25.6 Million
• CE&I Cost - $6.7 Million
• Locality – York County, VA
• District – Hampton Roads



The Project – Route 17 Improvements
Project Overview
• George Washington Memorial Highway (Route 17) in York County -

• Four-lane divided highway
• Average daily traffic volume 56,000 vehicles. 
• Frequent traffic congestion and delays during peak travel periods. 

• Traffic volume is projected to increase to about 90,000 vehicles per day by the design year 2035.
• Improvements increased the capacity from four to six lanes, three lanes in each direction.
• New roadway included raised median, curb & gutter, shared-use path parallel to the northbound 

lane 
• Two existing bridges over the Poquoson River replaced with one bridge carrying six lanes of traffic 

and a shared-use path.



Construction Risk Mitigation
Pre-Construction Mitigation
VDOT attempted to mitigate some risk by doing the following
• Engaging project controls consultant expertise to perform accurate Contract Time Determination 

CPM
• Ensured language in the contract would phase the contract to minimize disruption to the corridor
• Contract would not allow out of sequence construction

After Construction Delay Mitigation
VDOT needed actual mitigation by recovery or acceleration
• Created task order with Arcadis for scheduling services for the construction duration



The Project – Route 17 Improvements

Project Risks
• Highly visible VDOT Project

• Extremely complicated Maintenance-of-Traffic (MOT)
• Project had 12 stages

• Major business and residential areas – Potential for Large Impacts

• Highly traveled commuter corridor

• NO Incentive

• Large scope (~$30 million)

• Governor placed the project on Priority Project List



The Project
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The Project – Route 17 Improvements



The Project – Route 17 Improvements



Original Sequencing Plan
$25M Route 17, York County, VA - 3 Phases, 4 Stages/Phase (12 Stages Total)

1. Construction of detour road
1. Stages 1 - 3 clear, grub, excavation, fill, utilities, pavement construction
2. Stage 4 – Temp stripping and open partial road

2. Demolish existing boulevard, excavating & piles/sheet piles/slabs/bridges 60%
1. Stages 1 – 3 demolition, start construction
2. Stage 4 – Temp Stripping and Open Partial Road

3. Excavation, sheet piles/concrete piles/slabs 40%
1. Stage 1 – 3 complete construction
2. Stage 4 – Traffic shift to new roadway, remove MOT, landscape

Original Project Duration 1,272 CD or ~42 Months



Schedule & Time Issues
Schedule Model
• ~600-activity CPM schedule in Primavera P6
• No cooperative and partnering atmosphere on project
• Project was showing 17 calendar days late
• Project had consumed 21% of contract time - 14% of scope performed

• Project had received multiple NOI’s (“Notice of Intent”) 
• Contractor believed they were due significant time but could not justify



Schedule & Time Issues
Schedule Model
• Contractor submitted 2 recovery schedules
• Could not maintain performance shown in recovery schedules
• Conflicts between Contractor expectation of EoT & reality



First Recovery Effort
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Schedule Slippage in Phase 1 
Contractor fell behind schedule early in the project by several months

Reality set in that staying the path would result in a priority project failing to 
complete on time

Collaborative discussions took place to start the process of full mitigation 
planning and a change to project culture



Out of Sequence Work was Critical

It became obvious that the project needed to open up work in other phases
• Arcadis identified the best areas to focus on to recover time
• First focus was on moving into phase 2 and 3 underground utility work, test bores and 

pipes
• Identified areas that could be opened up early without impacting other phased work



Schedule Slipped with Routine Mitigation Efforts
Schedule Status (May 2014 - Update #8)
• Schedule Analysis predicted 46 days delay (late completion)
• Schedule specs required rejection and recovery
• Contractor had already revised logic multiple times
• Contractor noted that work was limited by phasing



Recognized Strong Need for Full Project Mitigation
Recovery Need
• Contractor had exhausted all his mitigation ideas

• Now required support from VDOT

• Noted that delays were not excusable, had LD risk
• Requested multiple time extensions that were not approved

Arcadis performed a Recovery Workshop
• Identified opportunities for improvement
• Based on a standard Arcadis Recovery/Mitigation Process



Arcadis Recovery Workshop
Recovery Workshop Goals
• Partnered brainstorming session
• Review opportunities for 
• Fast Tracking – re-sequence 
• Compressing – shorten durations

• Arrive at a team supported recovery effort
• Effort to be modeled in the schedule for monitoring



Arcadis’ Role in Mitigating Project Delays
Arcadis took a lead role in facilitating acceleration/mitigation opportunities

Began by asking questions like “what prevents you from working here already?”

Process included:
• Looked at Fast-Track opportunities

• Identified Critical Path activities that could be performed in parallel to save time without 
additional impacts to businesses

• Reviewed Near-Critical Path activities that could also be performed in parallel
• Looked at Compression opportunities

• Identified failures from insufficient resources which were driving up costs
• Identified opportunities to increase resources/crews without impacting cost

• Reviewed Productivity opportunities
• Helped drive focus on productivity so Actual Durations could meet or improve on OD



Results from Recovery Workshop
Collaborative Efforts
• Suggested each party brainstorm individually and provide list of topics only, no 

analysis
oResults from brainstorming showed that allowing contractor to break contract phasing would 

mitigate the delay to-date
 It should be noted that ONLY the sub-surface related scopes of work were allowed to break 

phasing
 Underground utility work was generally out of the Right-of-Way and could continue 

immediately without original phasing
 Emphasized that the underground utility work would need to proceed continuously and 

expeditiously in order to maintain recovery



• Partnered with Contractor to collaboratively meet and “walk” through schedule 
revisions together

• This built trust between Contractor/Owner/Consultant which continued to 
improve throughout the remainder of the project

Results from Recovery Workshop



• Anyone Experiencing Issues on Project?
• What Have You Done to Recover?

How about YOU?? 



Take Time for 
Trivia

H O W  M A N Y  M E R M A I D  S TAT U E S  A R E  I N  
N O R F O L K ?

• 50

• 100

• 130

• 175



Need for Continuous Recovery/Mitigation
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Analysis Included Continuous Performance Suggestions

• Schedule continued to slip, but not causing significant delay to Final Milestone:

oMarch 2015 (Update #17) – Schedule was again deemed “Unsatisfactory”

oProject was only calculating 20 Calendar Days late, but billings slipped beyond 
VDOT acceptable projections (10% behind planned earnings)



Earnings Curve 

Upper Banana Curve (Early S-Curve)

Lower Banana Curve (Late S-Curve)

10% Below Earnings Curve



Analysis Included Continuous Performance Suggestions

oContractor reacted with EoT requests
• Contractor Files NOI for delays due to unforeseen conditions (primarily underground 

utility issues)

• NOI was analyzed and rejected due to schedule immediately following purported 
delayed period 

oMonthly update analysis demonstrated delay problems were self-imposed
• Analysis also showed contractor was sequestering float

• Gains from performance improvement suggestions were hidden 



Analysis Included Continuous Performance Suggestions

oProcess includes:
• Monthly informal recovery/mitigation effort review

• Adapting monthly schedule review reports to include new section

• Building collaborative relationship with Contractor  



Recovery Strategy 
Recovery Best Practices:
• Schedule was filtered to show only:
• Longest Path
• Lowest Float Critical Path
• Near-Critical Paths up to recovery time needed
• In this case to achieve 30 CD recovery, chose 45 CD for Near-Critical

• This provides single effort to regain time needed, no multiple reductions of CP, 
recalculation, start process again

• It also makes the effort more manageable than examining the entire schedule



The Project – Route 17 Improvements Results

*VDOT Published Website



The Project – Route 17 Improvements



Collaborative Recovery Best Practices
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Concept – Owner’s Perspective
Owner

Promote a Collaborative Environment

Emphasize Good Thorough Technical Analysis

Be Reasonable about Contractor EoT Requests

Require Analysis of all Potential Claims (NOIs)



Concept – Contractor’s Perspective
Contractor

Be as Transparent as Possible

Employ Competent Scheduler who is Capable of Technical Analysis

Develop & Use a Good Detailed Schedule

Support a Collaborative Atmosphere



Concept – Consultant’s Perspective
Consultant and Client

Push for Buy-In from All Stakeholders for a Successful Project

Identify Predicted Delays, Analyze, and Understand the Real Ramifications on Project

Be Reasonable about Submitted EoT Requests

Support Reasonable Plan and Updates

Consultant and Contractor

Collaborate with Contractor – Help Contractor Make Money while Meeting Owner Goals

Ensure Accurate Means & Methods

Be Fair & Objective to all Parties, Don’t Gang up on Contractor with Owner

Protect Project Goals (which Protects Consultant) to Ensure Success



Keys for a Successful Turn Around
Identifying no-cost opportunities for highly productive out of sequence work

Look at potential changes in scope and elimination of unnecessary work in areas 
with high time savings

Collaborative and transparent scheduling so entire team participates in helping 
improve performance

High level of technical scheduling and review to provide proactive suggestions



Questions?
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Aaron Fletcher, PSP, CMIT
Senior Project Controls Specialist| Arcadis | aaron.fletcher@arcadis.com
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